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Blessed and cursed movie for free

Drama / Urban (2010) 146 minutes ~ Color Trailer: The Biblical Story of David and Saul becomes re-imagined against a modern background in this story of a talented gospel singer who is forced to choose between family and fame while working as a Psalmist in a prominent church in the center of the city. When Dwight Hawkins (Deitrick Haddon) was just a young boy, his viewed as his father's dreams of
becoming a bishop slipped out of reach. Years later, Dwight is given the opportunity to compose psalms for the largest church in the city and encounters betrayal from the most unlikely sources. The current bishop of the church became so caught up in Dwight's envy that he hatched a scheme to permanently ruin the singer. But with a little faith, Dwight will find the courage to overcome any obstacle that lies
in his path. Director: Joel Kapity Writers: Allison Elizabeth Brown (screenplay), Deitrick Haddon (story) Stars: Kierra 'Kiki' Sheard, Deitrick Haddon, Loren Harper Blessed-And-Cursed Blessed-And-Cursed Blessed-And-Cursed Related Check out this trailer of BLESSED &amp; CURSED, the new gospel star film, Deit Haddon. A modern twist in the biblical story of David and Saul, BLESSED &amp; CURSED
describes Dwight Hawkins' struggle (played by Deitrick Haddon) to achieve his God-given goal. Forced to help his father after his dreams are derailed, Dwight must choose between family obligations or carry out his own dreams as a gospel music star. One day, he gets an incredible opportunity to become a psalmist at the city's largest church, but this new position is too good to be true as Dwight is caught
up in a diabolical scheme of jealous, orchestrated by the bishop of the church. Also starring Karen Clark Sheard, Kierra Kiki Sheard, Sheryl Lee Ralph, Drew Sidora, and many other favorite gospel stars. VINE VARA 2010 Also on Lauda 100.9: © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Learn more Edit Deitrick Haddon dreams of becoming a gospel singer, but family fees complicate his desire to do so.
Parcel Summary | Add American African Synopsis | church | Christian film | See All (3) » Certificate: See All Certifications » Parent's Guide: Add Content Consulting for Parents » User Reviews Page 2 Movie Title: Blessed and Cursed Pain, Deception and Triumph are just a few of the parcel twists that viewers will experience in this highly anticipated movie! A modern retelling of the dramatic biblical account
of Saul and David, Blessed Cursed Gospel stars sensation Deitrick Haddon in his first theatrical debut as Dwight Hawkins an incredibly talented young man who is looking for his purpose amid obstacles and unexpected surprises! Also starring are Sheryl Lee Ralph (Moesha), Drew Sidora (Step and a number of Gospel music stars including Karen Clark Sheard, DAMITA, Kierra Kiki Sheard, Dr. Bobby
Jones and Rance Allen. Year: 2010 Genres: Drama Rating [imdb] : 2.30 Click on the link below to start downloading Blessed and Cursed [ in DVDRip - HDRip - full full ] or click here: Download Blessed and Cursed Actors: Deitrick Haddon = Dwight Hawkins Ariana Pierce = Ayanna Ryan Pierce = Young Elsworth Sheryl Lee Ralph = Lady Wright Drew Sidora = Patrice Justin Irocc Williams = Omar Joel Kapity
= Directors: Joel Kapity Tag (e), Words (e): Blessed and Cursed Direct Download I want to watch Full Movie of Blessed and Cursed Online Blessed and Cursed Movie Video Blessed and Cursed Movie Credits Blessed and Cursed Movie The New Blessed and Cursed Movie Download Movie Blessed and Cursed Hq Blessed and Cursed Movie Watch It Blessed and Cursed Movie Theaters Full Blessed and
Cursed Movie High Quality Blessed and Cursed Movie Trailers Blessed and Cursed Movie : 5501 E. 71st St. Ste #3 Indianapolis, IN 46220Tel: 317.257.7625 Fax: 317-479-2345 E-mail: info@bishoplscott.com Testimonial Client: Ordering video and DVDs through Christian Cinema for me was awesome. You're very organized and efficient. I feel confident that I will receive my items in an adequate amount of
time. Thank you for making my shopping experience so simple, clear and enjoyable. - Kyleann Bongiorno Pain, Deception and Triumph are just some of the twists in this highly anticipated film. A modern retelling of the dramatic biblical account of Saul and David, BLESSED &amp; CURSED stars gospel music sensation Deitrick Haddon in his first feature film as Dwight Hawkins, an incredibly talented young
man who is looking for his purpose. As a child, Dwight witnessed his father's dream taken in an instant. Forced to help his father, Dwight must choose between his family's obligations and his own dreams about the gospel music superstar. Against the advice of his girlfriend, he takes this position of the new minister of music to one of the most respected ministries in the country, but this new position is too
beautiful to be true. Dwight finds himself involved in a diabolical scheme of jealousy and betrayal orchestrated by the bishop of the church. As he encounters unexpected obstacles and surprises, Dwight learns that sometimes it doesn't grow until you're pushed into a leadership position. The film also features the Tony Award® nominated Sheryl Lee Ralph (Sister Act II, Moesha), Drew Sidora (Step Up,
White Chicks) and a number of award-winning gospel stars, including Karen Clark Sheardon, Rance Allen, Kierra 'Kiki' Sheard, Jor'el Quinn, Dr. Bobby Jones, Damita Haddon and many more. Format: DVD - Region 1 What is a region code? Subtitles: No Languages: English Product Release Date: Tuesday 27 July 2010 Length/Duration: 146 minutes Produced by: Joel Kapity Directed by: Joel Kapity
UPC/ISBN Number: 014998418693 Public Performance Rights: Entertainment (See all 12 reviews) Blessed &amp; Cursed - DVD - Juanita F, 10/31/2013 (no written review given) Blessed &amp; Cursed - DVD - Ben U, 30/07/2012Had had the chance to watch a movie on Netflix recently, for some reason Blessed and cursed was the movie that appeared to me primarily as being a choice to watch. When I
saw the description, I remembered seeing this title on my local Christian Book Store shelf, and thought it would be nice to check it out; they like to hear about my comments especially if it's on their shelf. The description I remember reading off of the DVD case was even more interesting because it claimed to be a modern parallel of Saul and David. Blessed and Cursed is a film about a young man named
Dwight Hawkins who loves gospel music. He is a Christian, but he was not active about removing sin from his life and set for mediocrity. One day he sings outside while working, when the bishop of a local mega-church hears him singing and offers him the job of music director. When this happens Dwight realizes that this is God's way of telling him to shape himself, and that he has big plans for him. What
Dwight doesn't know, however, is that there is someone behind the scenes who is not very supportive of his being there and is slowly poisoning the bishop's mind. Blessed and cursed appeared in my preliminary perception as a very good movie, and although it was a decent movie it wasn't as great I thought it would be. The music was phenomenal and actually inspired me to check out more of Deitrick
Haddon's music, but I think they pointed out the music a little too much at the expense of the plot; sometimes the movie was hard for me to follow. Acting was especially good from Deitrick Haddon, but the way this was produced at times you could spot where they inserted a spliced clip in which in the middle of a dialogue would sometimes suddenly get brighter or louder; an example is where the bishop's
son confronts the bishop about not letting Dwight perform. There's a bit of swearing in the film, but I think they had this in order to be both realistic and show the utter-er was in sin. This story had some similarities to Saul Versus David Saga in the Bible, but there were as many similarities as I expected; was actually more akin to Esther's Book in all honesty than the 1st Kings account. Finally, when you look
beyond some of the banter, many of the lines and messages provided within the story were quite inspirational and worthwhile, which is one of the saving stakes for my review. Blessed &amp; Cursed - DVD - Ckoy H, 12/03/2011 (no written review given) Blessed &amp; Cursed - DVD - DVD - Dorothy B, 08/30/2011I was disavowed in this video because it didn't seem to follow through on its title. I thought the
acting was not good and the message, if there was a clear message, was not clearly conveyed. Blessed &amp; Cursed - DVD - Johnathan K, 30/06/2011A true 4-star movie.. Great plot, and theme.. Amazing singing! I liked it. It could have been better if it had been more credible.. but then again, we serve a supernatural God! Blessed &amp; Cursed - DVD - Richard and Linda D, D, truly wonderful, the music;
but acting was somewhat problematic, in which this seemed to be done by the stock of summer (inexperienced) actors and actresses (I could be entirely wrong in this regard, but the shares and delivery expressed were somewhat cardboard in their presentation. Blessed &amp; Cursed - DVD - Carmen H, 06/14/2011It was an excellent film. I'd like to buy to have on my collection. I love the way he loves and
sings to the Lord. Blessed &amp; Cursed - DVD - Shirley H, 28/05/2011I just can't say nioe anthing about the little that I watched. It seemed vulgar and such a turn-off that after a short time in the film, I took it out and put it in the envolope to send it back. I don't know it's over, but I certainly didn't think much about the first part. It may have gotten cleaned up and had some real value, but it was anable to stay
with it long enough to find out. I wouldn't recommend it to anyone. Blessed &amp; Cursed - DVD - Mark S, 01/24/2011Important: Parents, if you want (negligÃ©es, pole dance, putting dollar bills in stripper panties, highly suggestive and visual stripping photos and a comment to a woman about opening her legs), then this movie is for you. Honestly, I don'™ know how to write this review. Sure, the music was
good. And the acting was pretty good. And they talked about keeping the focus on God. But, this is a Christian DVD service. I armnâ€ ™ have to deviate my eyes to avoid tempting visuals. Biblically speaking, this film glorifies the worldly perspectives. The main character is being watched because he can sing big. Ozzy Osbourne has a great voice too --- doesnâ€ ™ doesn't make it â€ ̃anoittedâ€ ™. Point
to clarify: Iâ€ ™m does not condemn the sexual struggles of the character â€ at all. But choosing to show us, graphically, what could have been communicated easily while maintaining purity would have been easy. I'm really shocked by this â€ ̃Christianâ€ ™ movie. (You give this to brothers who struggle with sexual sin in anyway and this film gives it temptation right in front of their eyes â€ | is not good). If
this film had been made by those who do not follow Christ, I would have told you that it was a nice effort and that it is at least not as bad as some other movies out there. However, although much of the content indicates otherwise, this DVD does not belong on any Christian Movie list. Blessed &amp; Cursed - DVD - Orie M, 24/11/2010Alei pretty good movie, the music is MINUNAT. Lighting wasn't all that
great, and the wardrobe was devoid of much to be desired. Pretty good acting considering the actors and actresses were new. If she had some real points she pulled out, she would have wanted the actors to put more drama into it. Show 1 to 10 (out of 12 comments) (See all 12 comments) comments)
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